
6. Assembly and validation



Overview

Obtaining a genome sequence
Metagenomic assembly
Evaluation of metagenomic assemblies



Assembly is the computational reconstruction of a longer sequence from 
smaller sequence reads

Which method should I choose that will produce the highest-quality assembly with 
the data that I have?



Uncultivable organisms – microbial dark matter

Many lineages known from 16 rRNA sequencing lacks a genomic representative

Christian Rinke / Tanja Woyke, DOE JGI

Why do we want to sequence metagenomes?

RefSeq



Why do we want to sequence metagenomes?

Important for understanding the biology and functional potential of hard-to-culture 
microorganisms

Metagenomic recovery of complete or draft microbial genomes is a starting point to analyze the 
“taxon-specific” potential of organisms within their community and ecosystem context

5 Donovan Parks, Australian 
school of ecogenomics



Obtaining a genome sequence

Genome sequencing => Requires culturing

Single cell sequencing => Incomplete genomes

Metagenomic sequencing => The solution? 



There are two approaches for sequence assembly

de novo assembly:
Reconstructing a DNA sequence with no prior knowledge of the sequence

Assembly with reference sequences:
Mapping sequence reads using a reference sequence
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Reference genome

Assembled genome

Assembled genome

de novo assembly Assembly with reference



How do we perform sequence assembly of single genomes?

Challenge if you don’t know what the genome should look like 
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We have few ways to distinguish true insight from wrongly assembled 
genome sequence

What is real, what is missing, and what is experimental artifact?
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How do we perform sequence assembly of metagenomes?

Even more challenging for metagenomes
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How do we perform sequence assembly of metagenomes?

Diverse samples – more challenging as it is not possible to sequence the complete 
DNA
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Obtaining a genome sequence from a metagenomic sample

www.slideshare.net Mads Albertsen, University of Vienna 

Metagenomic Assembled Genomes (MAGs)

Similar as to genome sequencing

Trying to reconstruct the individual genomes of a mixture of DNA from an entire population

http://www.slideshare.net/


Some definitions of terms

Contig = Consensus sequence of overlapping sequence reads
Scaffold = Contigs joined together using read-pair information
Gap = Regions of the original DNA sequence that are not covered
Repeats = Identical regions of DNA
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RepeatGap Repeat

Read-pair

Scaffold



Some definitions of terms

Contig = Consensus sequence of overlapping sequence reads
Scaffold = Contigs joined together using read-pair information
Gap = Regions of the original DNA sequence that are not covered
Repeats = Identical regions of DNA
Coverage = The average number of reads that cover each base
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RepeatGap Repeat

Coverage

Number of reads (n) x Length of reads (l)
Length of metagenome (L)



Some assembly challenges

Uncovered regions
Noise in the data (1-2% of the bases are wrong)
Sequence repeats (bacterial genomes ~5%, mammals ~50%)
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RepeatGap

Sequencing
error

Repeat

Low sequence
coverage

False overlap



Challenges in assembly of genome sequences

homes.cs.washington.edu

Identify overlapping sequence reads or K-mers and create a graph

Challenges when there are variations or repeats 

Creates bubbles in the graph

Split into contigs

TCGCGGA
CGCGGAT

GCGGATT

* * *



Challenges obtaining a MAGs

Very fragmented and rarely complete genomes in the sample

Highly diverse DNA (extremely many K-mers?)

Diverse level of abundance

Different relatedness to each other (same specie but different strains?)

Computational challenging

www.slideshare.net Mads Albertsen, University of Vienna 

http://www.slideshare.net/


Challenges obtaining a MAGs

Most metagenomics assemblers use de Bruijn graphs

Algorithms for single genome assemblies cannot be used directly

Digital normalization aims to eliminate redundant reads

Partition the de Bruijun graph prior to assembly – lower memory costs

‘Bubble popping' procedure. Parallel paths in the graph that differ by only a small amount, these 
paths are collapsed into one

• Metagenomic assemblies will still be highly fragmented - Binning



Merge overlapping paired-end reads prior to assembly

Generate longer reads by overlapping and merging read pairs before assembling a 
sequence

S. aureus – PE illumina Original assembly FLASH

Total contig size (Mb) 2.91 2.94

Contig N50 size (kb) 1.45 8.40

Contig maximum (kb) 8.18 36.07

Scaffold N50 (kb) 2.07 8.80

Scaffold maximum (kb) 11.23 36.07
Magoč and Salzberg, Bioinformatics. 2011 Nov 1; 27(21): 2957–2963.



Short-read sequencing technologies have made the computational 
challenge harder

Highly memory-intensive task (TB) and storage demanding (TB)
45 GB of raw sequencing data for 32×coverage of a human genome (three Illumina HiSeq2500 runs)
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Some questions you should ask before you start sequencing

What is the purpose of sequencing the metagenome?
Complete sequence (Base-perfect sequencing)
Draft sequence

How much data (and what technology) do you need?
Access to computational resources?
Plan for analyses?
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http://www.sullivan-financial.com/p/planning-your-financial-future

Number of reads x Length of read

Length of genome
Coverage = Coverage

Length of genome

Number 
of reads



Graph-based assembly methods

Greedy graph assembly (greedy extension, or extension-based)
Overlap-Layout-Consensus assembly (OLC)
De Bruijn graph assembly (DBG)
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Many assemblers produce an assembly graph in FASTG format (G=graph)

Unlike FASTA (linear representation), FASTG can express branching arising from eg. 
ambiguities and repetitive segments 
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Iain MacCallum, David B. Jaffe



FASTG can easily be converted to FASTA

FASTG and derived FASTA files share the same base co-ordinate system
FASTA + Markup will produce the original FASTG
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Iain MacCallum, David B. Jaffe



Metagenome assembly tools

Megahit
MetaSPAdes
Snowball
MetaVelvet
Ray Meta
MetAMOS
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Andreas Bremges



Metagenome assembly tools - performance

CAMI - challenge the developers to benchmark their programs
Highly complex and realistic data sets
∼700 newly sequenced microorganisms
∼600 novel viruses and plasmids
Assembly and genome binning
Taxonomic profiling and binning
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Metagenome assembly tools - performance

Main conclusion:
Assembly is substantially affected by the presence of related strains
Parameter settings markedly affected performance
Assemblers using multiple k-mers (Minia, MEGAHIT and Meraga) substantially outperformed 
single k-mer assemblers
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Metagenome assembly tools - performance

Main conclusion:
Most assemblers except for Meraga and Minia did not recover very-high-copy circular elements
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Evaluation of metagenome assemblies

Assembly accuracy is difficult to measure!!!!
Few ways to distinguish true insight from wrongly assembled metagenome sequences
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Contiguity-based evaluation of sequence assemblies

MetaQUAST evaluates and compares metagenome assemblies based on alignments 
to close references

N50 = the smallest of the largest contigs covering 50% of the total size of all contigs
Misassembly where two parts of the same contig align to distinct references
Contigs that include both large aligned and unaligned fragments
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MetaQUAST: evaluation of metagenome
assemblies
Bioinformatics. 2015;32(7):1088-1090. 
doi:10.1093/bioinformatics/btv697



Compare the assembly from different assemblers

Or with raw data or trimmed/filtered data
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Consistency-based evaluation of sequence assemblies – In Exercise 7

Align reads against assembly of itself (not against reference)
Erroneous placement of reads within the assembly
These signatures that can be detected computationally
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32 ASSEMBLY



Consistency-based evaluation of sequence assemblies

Align reads against assembly of itself (not against reference)
Erroneous placement of reads within the assembly
These signatures that can be detected computationally
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Consistency-based evaluation of sequence assemblies

Align reads against assembly of itself (not against reference)
Erroneous placement of reads within the assembly
These signatures that can be detected computationally
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34 ASSEMBLY

INCONSISTENT PLACEMENT OF READ PAIRS



Four primary types of assembly errors that can be identified by mapping 
reads to the assembly
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Brief Bioinform. Published online  August 07, 2017. doi:10.1093/bib/bbx098



Use read alignment statistics to see how well do the reads align back to the 
draft assemblies

Read congruency is an important measure in determining assembly accuracy
Clusters of read pairs that align incorrectly are strong indicators of mis-assembly

36 https://contig.wordpress.com/tag/alignment/



FRCbam uses the alignment of reads to find regions of assembled sequence 
that appear to be inconsistent with the read data

Reports features (possible inconsistencies) in FRCs (Feature Response Curves)
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For example 
regions with many 
PE reads with pair 
mapped in different 

contigs

For example 
regions with low 

coverage



FRCbam uses the alignment of reads to find regions of assembled sequence 
that appear to be inconsistent with the read data

Reports features (possible inconsistencies) in FRCs (Feature Response Curves)
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